WOOLWICH 6
VAUXHALL 1

Woolwich remained unbeaten in Division Two with a comprehensive win at the Plumstead Radical
Club.

Wayne Brown (23.58)

4-0

George Elvy (17.99)

Only four legs were needed to decide the destination of the first point of the night’s action. Brown
was never put under any pressure and coasted to the win. The highlight was in the first leg, an 83
finish completing a 15 dart break of throw.

Jamie Green (25.50)

4-0

AJ Monohan (17.73)

The second game was a virtual repeat of the previous encounter. Green’s scoring established a
position of dominance, not allowing Monohan a dart at the double at any time in the match. Green
started every leg with at least a ton on the board, and a maximum in leg four saw him set sail to
complete a facile win.

Matt Wood (27.87)

4-1

Luke Nelson (24.08)

The leaders kept their foot on the accelerator and soon found themselves three ahead. Nelson
started off on the front foot, holding throw with a great 107 finish. Wood then assumed control
taking three legs on the bounce with relentless scoring which prevented Nelson having a throw at
the outer segments. A 14 darter in leg four was followed up with a maximum in the next to complete
the victory.

Mark Foster (25.32)

4-3

Jozsef Varga (21.41)

The fourth match was the proverbial game of two halves. Varga stormed into a two nothing lead.
Foster easily won the third with an 85 finish with Vargas a mile behind. The two leg advantage was
restored to leave Vargas on the verge of finally getting the visitors on the main scoreboard. Foster
then proceeded to outscore his opponent breaking in leg six to level it up before completing a fine
comeback in the decider and giving the hosts a lead they could not relinquish.

Jason Gallagher (22.21)

4-3

Billy Upjohn (22.59)

This was the second of three games on the night to go the full duration. Gallagher raced into a three
leg lead, a 75 finish got the ball rolling as he broke Upjohn twice. Upjohn then turned the match on
its head. Gallagher had the chance to close the game out in straight legs but the scoring deserted
him at the vital time. Upjohn then raised the ante and a sustained scoring burst brought him right
back into contention when he took legs five and six. Upjohn had the momentum, and was favourite

to complete the recovery with throw in the last leg. Neither player was able to assert any
dominance, until Gallagher managed to secure the break of throw to keep Vauxhall scoreless.

George Cox (20.66)

4-0

Terry Walmer (16.75)

Woolwich were by now really on a roll, and continued to pile on the misery for the visitors as they
took the penultimate contest in straight legs. Cox had a few attempts to close the first leg out
without any pressure. The second was claimed with an emphatic 124 finish. The third leg was more
of a struggle, but Cox eventually sunk the double and then closed the game out in the next.

Michael Owens (20.05)

3-4

Henry Murphy (25.51)

Woolwich went into the last game looking for the clean sweep, but Vauxhall ended up with a
consolation point in a game that went with throw. Neither player was really able to make an
impression when throwing second, but were dominant when they had the advantage. Owens
equalised in the second leg, with a fine 79 finish. Murphy then showed that he was slouch in the
finishing department in leg three, checking out on 88. The pattern continued into the final leg.
Murphy then produced as superb leg, taking out 81 to round off a brilliant 11 dart leg and avoid the
whitewash in the process.
Woolwich sit at the top with a three point lead, and will look to extend it as they make the journey
to take on Welling B in their next encounter. Vauxhall will be looking to restore some confidence
after this drubblng when they welcome Chadwell Heath to Nolans.

